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1) the ability of an organization to absorb and adapt in a changing environment to 

enable it to deliver its objectives and to survive and prosper

2) states that the more resilient organizations can anticipate and respond to threats 

and opportunities, arising from sudden or gradual changes in their internal and 

external context.

Contributes to

• an improve ability to anticipate and address risks and vulnerabilities

• an increased coordination and integration of management disciplines to improve 

coherence and performance

• a greater understanding of interested parties and dependencies that support 

strategic goals and objectives.

The reverse is true : no resilience without means and practices for 

increased coordination and integration of management disciplines to 

improve performance and coherence with a great understanding of the 

stakeholders contributing to strategic goals and objectives of the 

enterprises

Standards related to enterprise frameworks, transformation processes 

and visual modeling languages

ISO 22316:2017

Enablers

Definitions

Organisational 
Resilience
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Frameworks: Unified Architecture Framework, ISO 42010 (Architecture Description 

Language), ArchiMate Layers/Viewpoints/Aspects …

Transformation Methodologies: TOGAF ….

Visual Modelling Language: ArchiMate …

+ so many proprietary Enterprise Architecture Management solutions

 No digital continuity between the different Enterprise Repositories

 Silos (organizational, technical, languages …)

ArchiMate could be implemented by mean of:

• Drawing tools

• Visual Modeling Solutions with static diagrams

• Knowledge repositories …

How to ensure long term continuous digital continuity, consistency and continuous 

operational interoperability  between contents of repositories which are heterogeneous in 

terms of languages, semantic, structure, underlying paradigms, syntaxes, etc.?

How to avoid heavy production of many static diagrams ?

Semantic Cartography as part of a polyglot ArchiMate hypermodel

Frameworks

Visual Modelling

Transformation
Methodologies

Addressed by 
Standards for 
Enterprise …

Limits in terms of  
continuous operational 

interoperability
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Main 
Concepts

Interactive Compound Graphs 
merging visual representation 

(semiotic) and formal 
representation (Graph/Network 
with typed nodes and edges) 

Set of  Multiple 
representations of the same 
model  relying on different 

languages for different 
purposes

Polyglot 
Hypermodel 

Semantic 
Cartography

Labelled 

Compound 

Property 

Graphs

Application 

Database and 

Protocol 

Schema

Semantic Visual 

Interactive 

Compound 

Graph

ArchiMate + 

extensions

Import/Export 

ArchiMate 

formalized on 

top of various 

languages 

Preservation of 

Identifiers

An experimental 

platform as Proof of 

Concept, Proof of 

value and Research 

Demonstrator

Manufacturing Data

PLM

Virtual Manufacturing

Digital Continuity

MBSE

Digital Twins …
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In order to know more about the thematic richness of the topic:

• The wall of LinkedIn articles at http://www.eads-iw.net/web/nfigay/linkedin-articles

• The wall of research articles at http://www.eads-iw.net/web/nfigay/publications

• #archimatecg #plm_interoperability #emerging_graph_technology_landscape, #advanced_visualization_teccnics on LinkedIn

http://www.eads-iw.net/web/nfigay/linkedin-articles
http://www.eads-iw.net/web/nfigay/publications
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